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Abstract—Hazard management that can prevent fatal accidents and property losses is a fundamental process during the buildings’ construction stage. However, due to lack of safety supervision resources and operational pressures, the conduction of hazard management is poor and ineffective in China. In order to improve the quality of construction safety management, it is critical to explore the use of information technologies to ensure that the process of hazard management is efficient and effective. After exploring the existing problems of construction hazard management in China, this paper develops the griddization management model for construction hazard management. First, following the knowledge grid infrastructure, the griddization computing infrastructure for construction hazards management is designed which includes five layers: resource entity layer, information management layer, task management layer, knowledge transformation layer and application layer. This infrastructure will be as the technical support for realizing grid management. Second, this study divides the construction hazards into grids through city level, district level and construction site level according to grid principles. Last, a griddization management process including hazard identification, assessment and control is developed. Meanwhile, all stakeholders of construction safety management, such as owners, contractors, supervision organizations and government departments, should take the corresponding responsibilities in this process. Finally, a case study based on actual construction hazard identification, assessment and control is used to validate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed griddization management model. The advantage of this designed model is to realize information sharing and cooperative management between various safety management departments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, with the development of social economy in China, the construction industry plays an important role in promoting China’s whole economy. However, construction industry is one of the most hazardous industries [1] and the safety record of construction industry in China has always been poor. Various construction accidents take place endlessly, which harasses the whole building industry and damages to construction workers. It is well known that the effective way to avoid construction accidents is by eliminating or reducing hazards during the construction operation [1]. However, in China the performance of construction hazard management is poor, which because there is lack of supervision resource as well as the traditional and ineffective management methods. Therefore, it is urgent to develop an effective and efficiency management method for construction hazards.

According to [1], hazards refer to the source of dangers, which are the potential unsafe factors that can cause injuries or property losses. And the Occupation Health and Safety Assessment Series for health and safety management systems (OHSAS 18001) also defined hazard as any situation, substance, activity, event, or environment that could potentially cause injury or ill health [2]. In China, the Occupational Health and Safety Management System Specification defined that hazard is the root or activity that could potentially cause injury, illness, property loss, or environment damage. All these definitions illustrated that hazard is the source of damage and the essential of hazard is the unexpected energy which can cause damage. Specifically, once the unexpected energy released, it would result in damage. Hence, in the construction sites, hazard is the energy or energy carrier that exits in construction process.

The application of information technologies to construction safety management is the demand of current information society, which can also enhance the work efficiency. In 2004, the Ministry of Construction in China, who takes the overall responsibility in managing the construction industry [3] proposed the strategy of information development. For that, this paper explores the griddization management method to ensure the process of hazard management is effective and efficiency.

II. DEFINITIONS

A. Construction Hazard

Since 1970s, the definition of hazard is described clearly in the international scope. According to “Identification of major hazard installations” (GB18218-2000), a hazardous installation is defined as an installation that produces, processes, handles, uses, disposes of or stores, either permanently or temporarily, one or more hazardous substances or categories of hazardous substances or substances in quantities which exceed prescribed amounts. However, there is no standardized definition for construction hazards in China. The governmental safety management organizations in different regions listed different definitions for construction hazard. In 2006, Hebei province announced that construction hazards are the branch sub-item projects which can result in construction safety accidents. Similarly, Nanjing province believed that construction hazards are the branch sub-item projects that have potential safety problems. Specifically, there are two crucial concepts about the definition of construction hazard. First, all
construction hazards can cause major safety accidents in construction sites. Second, these construction hazards exit in branch sub-item projects. On basis of the different definitions in different regions, this paper concluded that in the construction process, all hazardous facilities and sub-work processes that can cause major safety accidents are defined construction hazards.

Besides, once in certain situations, construction hazards can cause accidents. This paper defined these certain situations as trigger factors. Deng [4] and Li [5] proposed that trigger factors come from the second hazards which are peoples’ unsafe behavior, management problems and environment factors. Based on that, this paper illustrated that the trigger factors of construction hazards are peoples’ behavior, status of materials and machines, environment factors and safety management. Although construction hazards exit in construction sites, if without trigger factors, all these hazards cannot cause safety accidents (Fig. 1). Hence, analyzing trigger factors for construction hazards are important.
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**B. Griddization Management**

Recently, “griddization management” is most frequently applied in city management. In 2005, griddization city management was performed in the East district of Beijing. The performance of this application is effective which can meet the requirements of modern metropolitan and achieve high efficiency management. Griddization management in city management mainly refers to dividing the city areas into grid units and assigning these grid units to professional staff who will be responsible for the management of assigned units [6]. The gridding urban management considers the grid units as the carriers and integrates data resources, information resources, management resources and service resources to realize the resource sharing and smart management.

There is no standardized concept for griddization management. The frequently cited definition is proposed by [7] which illustrated that griddization management applies the grid technology, divides the objectives into grid units, realize the information share between grid units and achieve the resource integration and high efficiency. This application can supply much more powerful information dealing capability than single computer to promote information amalgamation and share.

For the application of griddization management in construction hazards, this paper concluded two points: first, with grid technology, this model should divide the management objects into grid units, integrate resources, adjust the organization structure to achieve full sharing of resources and improve the efficiency of management; second, this model would gather, update and schedule resources and information, break the information island and assign management tasks to realize the real time supervision of construction engineering major hazards status and the construction hazards management with high efficiency and low cost.

**III. DEVELOPMENT OF GRIDIZED MANAGEMENT MODEL FOR CONSTRUCTION HAZARD**

**A. Grid Architecture**

Grid architecture is about how to build the grid infrastructure, which describes the basic composition and function of the grid, and depicts the mechanism of grid operation [8]. In this paper, the grid architecture was created based on knowledge grid and regarded construction hazards as management objectives. Stakeholders required a lot of knowledge resources and services when performing administrative work [9], and all resource scheduling are finished automatically by the knowledge grid architecture. Therefore, the griddization architecture for construction hazards management was designed which includes five layers: resource entity layer, information management layer, task management layer, knowledge transformation layer and application layer, as shown in Fig. 2.

![Grid architecture diagram](image)

According to Fig. 2, the application layer includes grid users, visualization services, algorithm services, knowledge representation and identity authentication [10]. In knowledge transformation layer, knowledge base, transformation service, knowledge release and authorization management are the main function parts. This layer plays a role of bridge in grid architecture which unifies semantic definition for different types of knowledge, blocks the heterogeneity and distribution characteristics, and provides a unified interface for each layer through the grid middleware technology for distributed organization. Besides, task management layer is designed...
separately in this paper, in which major tasks in the process of hazard management are submitted to this layer, and the grid infrastructure on the allocation of tasks to complete the task in the management, implementation and monitoring [10]. Information management layer is considered as a resource management in this grid architecture. Resource entity layer a

variety of heterogeneous database [11], hardware platform, information collection device, network communications equipment, computers and other hardware and software resources, to achieve the construction of major hazard installation grid management to provide technical support.

![Fig. 2 Grid architecture for management of construction hazards](image)

![Fig. 3 Grididdization management model for construction hazard](image)

**B. Grididdization Management Model for Construction Hazard**

On basis of the architecture in Fig. 2, this paper designed the griddization management model from three levels: city level, district level and construction site level. As shown in Fig. 3, these three levels exist interface between each other, which can achieve rapid transfer and sharing of information. The construction of this model is based on the grid technology in the management concept of "regional segmentation, task coordination" [12]. Task is clearly divided, clear information input, output, direction, and jointly build upon the construction
of major hazards grid architecture, can better realize information integration and collaborative management tasks.

The idea of gridization management model is to assign the processes of the identification, evaluation and control for major hazards management to the responsible units, including the construction units, construction units, supervision units and institutions of the third-party evaluation, each unit directly through a user interface management system sends a message to the grid, and accept the grid management system of instructions, complete the task, and as a regulator of construction production safety supervision and administration department is responsible for monitoring information, task execution, monitoring and verification of implementation effect, and through the different levels of grid management system to realize information sharing [13].

IV. CASE STUDY

Once the gridization management model was created, this paper used a case study to verify this mode. Project A in Nanjing city was analyzed. Based on the basic model, a gridization management system with three levels was designed for this case shown in Fig. 4.

The city level in gridization management system is the whole construction of major hazards management center, have operation permissions users is nanjing construction production safety surveillance. Now the site has four first-line supervision departments, each department has its own regulatory regions, respectively is: supervision subject (Jianye district, Gulou district), the second section (Xuanwu district, Qixia district), supervision and sorted (Baixia district), supervision (Qinhua district, Xianguan district), four families. In the city grid management system, each department has its own user login interface, is responsible for the area of construction within the supervision and management of major hazard installation, review the information, instructions, etc. Moreover, setting a webmaster or general user login interface, is responsible for supervision and administration of the construction in the city major hazards, and to test the safe management of each department. The project belongs to the Jianye district, within the scope of supervision and the management of the subject.

District level in this gridization management system contains the operation of the user all the division of housing and construction bureau, within the scope of its main responsibility is the area and to put on record in the project construction supervision and management of major hazard installation work, mainly responsible for grid management in the process of reviewing information and related instructions, etc.

In the Project level of the gridization management system, the operation users are many, mainly include the construction units, supervision units, construction units, institutions of the third-party evaluation, so each user login interface are different, can only view and edit its responsibilities.

Specifically, this paper selected a construction hazard in Project A as the example to perform gridization management. After management and evaluation, the final control solutions for this hazard is listed in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Individual Level</th>
<th>The specific content of the scheme</th>
<th>executable unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>qualified</td>
<td>More than 70% skilled construction personnel should be equipped and their skill training should be strengthened</td>
<td>contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>disqualified</td>
<td>The three level safety education must be covered and security managers should be completed</td>
<td>Construction investment party&amp; contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>qualified</td>
<td>Replace the steel pipe which does not meet the requirements of wall thickness and reuse it after testing its performance</td>
<td>contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>qualified</td>
<td>Safety management personnel conducted on site supervision of the installation and removal of large mechanical equipment in strict accordance with the specification</td>
<td>contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>qualified</td>
<td>Check the temporary electricity utilization of the mechanical equipment. If the temporary electricity utilization is not normal, it should be handled in a timely manner</td>
<td>contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>qualified</td>
<td>Do a good job in site management to provide good working conditions</td>
<td>contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>disqualified</td>
<td>Set the base drainage facilities</td>
<td>contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>disqualified</td>
<td>Set the bottom of the pole base</td>
<td>contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>disqualified</td>
<td>Accordance with the provisions set vertical and horizontal sweep shot</td>
<td>contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>qualified</td>
<td>Complete the major hazard management system of construction</td>
<td>contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>disqualified</td>
<td>Complete with security managers and clear the division of labor</td>
<td>Construction investment party&amp; contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>disqualified</td>
<td>The safety education must be covered and the safety awareness of construction workers must be strengthen</td>
<td>Construction investment party&amp; contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>disqualified</td>
<td>Taking care of the confusing technical intentions and recording</td>
<td>Construction investment party&amp; contractor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSION

With the development of the economy, the construction industry also welcomes the golden age. In the meantime, the number of safety accident and the death toll of construction Projects in China have been high. So the safety situation of our construction is quite tough and we must take some measures to improve the level of safety management. As we all knew, Dangerous sources are the root causes of construction safety accidents, while the major hazard is more likely to cause accidents. This paper focuses on the hazards in the construction process. Taking full advantage of the current information technology and its method for implement, such as grid computing technology and the concept of grid-based management, to design the gridization management model of construction hazard for the purpose of improving the efficiency of management.
First, the definitions of construction hazard as well as the gridization management are developed in this paper, which form the backbone of gridization application in construction management. Second, the grid architecture with five layers is created for construction hazards management based on the knowledge grid infrastructure. These five layers include resource entity layer, information management layer, task management layer, knowledge transformation layer and application layer. All resources and information flows are performed in this grid architecture. Third, according to the grid principles, this paper coded all construction hazards through dividing them into city level, district level and construction site level. In this way, all construction hazards are divided into grids. Importantly, the gridization management process of construction hazard, including hazard identification, assessment and control, is performed also in the layer of task management in this grid architecture. Finally, this paper takes a construction site in Nanjing as one example to verify the performance of the proposed gridization management model. Thirteen construction hazards are evaluated and all solutions are proposed in this case study. On basis of the gridization advantages, this paper concluded that with this gridization management model, all construction stakeholders could enjoy information sharing and cooperation, which will save management resources and enhance the effectiveness of safety management.
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